Smart Parts Engine Coverage (SPEC) for General Electric CF34-3B

Guesswork for budgeting engine maintenance is a thing of the past with Bombardier’s Smart Parts Engine Coverage (SPEC) program, now entering 12 years of support to the Challenger community. SPEC can be used as a stand-alone program or coupled with Smart Parts Plus for easy one-stop convenience of both engines and airframe maintenance coverage. Benefit from practical, predictable budget protection for your Challenger 601-3R/604/605 & Challenger 850 aircraft.

Examples of On-Condition Maintenance Coverage for Engine Caused Events:

Parts and Labor for:

- Exchange, repair or overhaul of all engine LRUs
- Line maintenance labor for unscheduled maintenance including removal and re-installation of all engine LRUs. No labor cap
- Engine module repairs
- Engine shop visits
- Engines removal and re-installation
- GE service bulletins categories 1 through 6 to a maximum cap per term
- Lease engine
- Transfer of engine nacelles/reversers to and from lease engine
- Transportation of lease engine & original engine
- Scheduled borescope inspections
- Igniters and filters replacement
- Trend monitoring
- For the above life limited parts replacement, repair & modification costs are prorated for achieved life

Program Features:

- Deficit protection at full-term expiration
- Lower flight hour rates during GE warranty period
- Convenient online flight hour reporting
- Carry-over of unused service bulletin caps accumulated to following term
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Support From:

- Bombardier Aviation Service Centers
- Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey; Germany and USA locations
- Selected Bombardier Challenger Authorized Service Facilities

Terms:

- Six-year agreement for newly delivered Challenger 605 and 850 aircraft
- Five-year agreements for in-service aircraft
- Five-year agreements at re-enrollment

Enrollment:

- No enrollment fees for new aircraft deliveries
- Adjusted flight hour rates or buy-in fees and engine inspection required for aircraft enrollment outside of new aircraft delivery

Aircraft Resale Advantage:

- Program transferable at aircraft resale
- If also enrolled in Smart Parts Plus, no additional transfer fee
- Added value of upcoming on-condition maintenance and covered service bulletins if enrolled in SPEC less prorated life limited parts repair, replacement or modification if applicable

Complete Terms & Conditions and Contact Details:

- The final Smart Services agreement contains full coverage and exclusions and shall at all times prevail over this commercial summary
- Contact Smart Services at (1) 514-855-7766

Airframe System Component Coverage:

Bombardier Smart Parts programs are now entering their 24th year of support and are the longest running airframe cost per flight hour plans on Bombardier business aircraft. Designed to provide improved maintenance cost predictability and budget protection, Smart Services is backed by solid OEM experience and Stability.
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Smart Parts Plus Aircraft Model Coverage:

- Bombardier Global Express, Global 5000, Global XRS
- Bombardier Challenger 300, 604, 605, 850, 870
- Learjet 31A, 40, 40XR, 45XR, 60, 60XR

Examples of Coverage:

- Exchange, repair or overhaul of components that perform a distinctive function in an operating airframe system for both scheduled and unscheduled removals
- Airframe system components include avionics
- Tire wear
- Brake wear
- Landing lights, navigation lights and flight deck light bulbs
- Most kits for Bombardier & Learjet issued alert and recommended service bulletins published after enrollment
- Expendable O-rings, gaskets, seals and filters for covered components
- Certain secondary structures such as landing light lenses and door steps

Smart Parts Aircraft Model Coverage:

- Bombardier Challenger 601-1A, 601-3A & 3R

Examples of Coverage:

- Same coverage as above except secondary structures

Programs Features:

- Deficit protection at full-term expiration
- Lower flight hour rates during basic warranty period
- Convenient on-line flight hour reporting

Support From:

- Bombardier Parts Logistics 24/7 call centers
- Bombardier Aviation Service Centers
- Bombardier and Learjet Authorized Service Facilities
Terms:

- Six-year agreements for newly delivered Global and Challenger aircraft
- Five-year agreements for newly delivered Learjet aircraft
- Five-year agreements at re-enrollment all eligible aircraft

Enrollment:

- No enrollment fees for new aircraft deliveries
- Adjusted flight hour rates or buy-in fees and aircraft inspection required for aircraft enrollment outside of new aircraft delivery

Aircraft Resale Advantage:

- Program transferable at aircraft resale (Smart Parts Plus only) with minor transfer fee
- Added value of upcoming on-condition component replacement estimates, covered service bulletin kits and achieved brake wear if the aircraft is enrolled in Smart Parts Plus. For Smart Parts aircraft models, add same value less quoted enrollment fee if aircraft is under 20 years of age at time of final sale.

Complete Terms & Conditions and Contact details:

- The final Smart Services agreement contains full coverage and exclusions and shall at all times prevail over this commercial summary
- Contact Smart Services at (1) 514-855-7766